Who we are.

Here are the Fast Facts.

- kununu is the original employer review platform that empowers better job decisions through authentic employer reviews. Employees are able to share their voice where it counts.

- kununu reviews gives people looking for jobs an understanding of what it’s like to work at a company before they apply and decide to work there.

- kununu and Monster Worldwide entered a joint venture to bring genuine transparency to the U.S. market at a time when trust is everything. kununu has collected over 500,000 reviews for 60,000 companies.

- kununu has 100 employees worldwide, 21 of which are in Boston.

- kununu provides reliable feedback on company experiences, exploring everything from company culture to responsibilities, job insights, benefits, work-life balance and office perks all available to the user at no cost and with no requirement to login.

- kununu aims to level the playing field by empowering the job seeker and providing them with insights to make the right career decision and see their worklife before they live it. These insights provide a window into the company to understand if it’s the type of place a candidate would like to work.

- kununu believes in the power of employer branding and its ability to help HR and recruiters attract talent that is the right fit for their organization.

Get more info at b2b.kununu.com
What we do.

Here are the Fast Facts.

- kununu’s goal is to ensure that people are never faced with a “What have I done?” moment when starting a new job.

- By encouraging users to post anonymous reviews on topics such as company culture, perks, responsibilities, and more, kununu provides a much more transparent look into all aspects of worklife at any given company.

- kununu Insights give employers backend access to the insights collected to make actionable decisions on where they are excelling and what areas they may need to focus their efforts to improve. This can include specific factors or their employer brand as a whole.

kununu Features

- Drive SEO prominence on Google search results and specifically on Google for Jobs
- Advertise on competitor kununu profiles
- Link to your company’s blogs and other social media channels
- See an uplift in job posting performance
- Share your company story in the most effective way
- Proudly showcase your star ratings across your job postings
- Measure performance across 18 different dimensions
- Benchmark performance against industry and competitive set
- Gain insights to improve employee retention